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REVIEW OF RECENT RESEARCH ON AIRPLANE RADIO
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

ing .

The development o
f

various phases o
f receiving equipment as described

o
f radio receiving equipment for use in the specifications have been made

o
n airplanes has been advanced by the o
n several airplanes o
f

the Depart
work o

f

the aeronautics research divi ment o
f

Commerce , serving a
s model

sion , carried o
n in recent months at installations and as a means of flight

the Bureau o
f

Standards . These de testing the visual radio range beacons .

velopments contribute to the improve The visual indicator may be o
f

ment o
f airplane receiving equipment either the reed indicator o
r pointer

for the visual radio range beacon , the type . When the pointer type is em
simultaneous phone and range beacon , ployed , a volume - indicating instru
radio landing aids , and direction find ment is required in addition to the

course - indicating instrument . These
The work has included the prepara two instruments may be combined in

tion o
f

detailed specifications for air a single case , if desired , with the point
plane receiving apparatus , for the use ers crossed , thereby facilitating their

o
f companies o
r persons equipping air use and conserving space o
n the pilot ' s

planes to receive radiobeacon signals instrument panel .

o
f

the visual type . These are timely These specifications include an auto

in view o
f

the installation o
f the vis matic volume -control unit suitable for

ual type o
f

radio range beacons o
n the the airplane receiving sets a
t present

midcontinent airway , from Amarillo to in use , together with performance
Los Angeles . The specifications cover curves o

f

the unit . The development

the needed receiving set and visual work o
n the automatic volume control

indicators and accessories , and air for airplane sets was described in Bu
plane wiring diagram . Installations I reau o
f

Standards Research Paper
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What five things would you check to
determine the cause of vibration in an air
plane ? Disregard engine .
Why are not cables used for internal
wing bracing ?
How would you correct for wing heavi
ness in a monoplane ?
What would be done to an airplane so
that it would not be necessary to holdright rudder for straight flying ?
What kind of glue is used in aircraft
manufacture and how is it mixed ?
How would you check a fuselage to find
out if it were in proper alignment ?
Name five kinds of stress to which the
various parts of an airplane are subjected .
Name two types of wing spars commonly
used .
How are wires on a plane protected
against rust ?
What is the best way of inspecting wires
for frayed or broken strands ?
Explain briefly the procedure of pro
peller inspection .
Why is the fuselage placed in fying po
sition when lining up ?
Name three ways of correcting for nose
heaviness .
How do you determine when the fabric of
& wing is unsafe from age or exposure ?
Explain in detail .
Describe fully how a tubular repair is
made at a station point in a longeron or
motor bed .
How are tubular members protected from
rust inside ? Outside ?
What is “ dry rot " ? How do you recog
nize it ?
Explain the procedure of setting up and
rigging a biplane .

Draw a diagram and name the parts of
a wing panel .
Describe how you would repair a crushed
leading edge of a wing in which several
ribs were broken in front of the spar.
Describe how you would repair a badly
crushed section of steel tube longeron .
Why should all wires be neither too tight
nor too loose ?
Explain how you would repair a cracked
landing -gear itting where welded to a
longeron ,
Explain how you would remove a pro
peller . Name the engine .
What would you do to inspect and re
pair an oil- shock strut that would not hold
its pressure ?
What are the advantages of balanced
control surfaces ?
What would you do to rerig a monoplane
that had a tendency to turn to the left
in flight ?
What causes tail flutter on an airplane ?
How would you remedy a rudder rub
bing the elevators ?
What is the purpose of decalage ?
How would you repair a leak in an
aluminum -gas tank ?
How would you correct aileron control
tubes and connections that were seriously
worn ?
How do you splice a flexible control
cable ?
How would you inspect the tension of
inner -wire bracing of a wing that is in
service ?
Why is it important that the center
section wires be of proper tension on an
open biplane ?

AERONAUTICAL BEACON LIGHTS

There now are approximately 2,200 | used on the Federal airways , to be in

aeronautical beacon lights in operation reliable operation from sunset to sun
throughout the United States to guide rise each night in the year , and to
airmen flying cross country at night . mark ( a ) a route leading to an air
More than 2,000 of these have been port or landing field, ( b ) an airport
established and are maintained by the or landing field , or ( c ) a point from
Department of Commerce on the Fed which bearings may be taken leading

eral airways system , and the remain to an airport or landing field , an out
der are sponsored by airports , indi standing landmark serving as an aid
viduals , or commercial organizations. to air navigation , or an area present

In order to safeguard air navigation ing a hazard to flying .
and protect the public in its use of this Thus , aeronautical lights are
mode of transportation , all lights of grouped into three main categories or
aeronautical character , excepting those classifications : ( 1) Airwaybeacons,
established and maintained by the ( 2 ) airport beacons , and ( 3 ) landmark
Federal Government, are required to beacons .
be certified by the Secretary of Com AIRWAY BEACONS
merce if in his opinion such lights
serve as true aids to air navigation . Under the appropriations for air
(See Aeronautics Bulletin No. 9, Reg navigation facilities , the Department
ulations Governing Establishment and of Commerce establishes aids to air
Certification of Aeronautical Lights navigation along the Federal airways
and Recommended Standards for excepting at airports . Airway bea
Marking Obstructions to Air Naviga cons are established 10 to 15 miles
tion , copies of which may be had upon apart , and intermediate landing fields
request from the Aeronautics Branch , marked by beacon lights are estab
Department of Commerce . ) lished where airports are nonexistent ,
In general , in order to serve as true so as to provide landing fields along
aids, such lights are required to be the route 30 to 50 miles apart.
long -range lights of suitable design , Rotating beacons , — The original
to be distinctly aeronautical in char standard airways beacon is a 24 -inch
acter , to have color characteristics rotating unit of the searchlight type
conforming to the uniform standard with parabolic mirror and 110 -volt,
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1,000-watt airways lamp, equipped platform with guard railing , provid
with a lamp changer and developing ing an opportunity for airway mecha
approximately 1,000 ,000 candlepower . nicians to work on the lights with
The new standard airway beacon is a ease and safety .
36 -inch rotating unit equipped with
two doublet lens assemblies and a 110 DIRECTIONAL ARROW
volt , 1,000 -watt airways incandescent
lamp with automatic lamp changer . A concrete directional arrow 70 feet
This unit shows two beams of light in length which points to the next
separated by an angle of 180° , and higher numbered beacon light is con
when the unit is used without color structed on the ground at the base of
screens each beam has a maximum of the beacon tower . The tower rises in
about 1,250,000 candlepower . The air the center of the arrow , the length of
way beacons are so operated as to which varies with the height of the
show six clear flashes per minute . I tower . On the chrome -yellow feather

ZENITHLIGHTDANEZSIN TOPOFBEACON2
SWITCHCABINET

2 4 INCHREVOLVINGSEACOW, 6 R.RM 1,000, 000C.A

coCOURSELIGHTS

S STANDARDSI FT. AIROWYTOWER

OVORETEARROWPANTINSTONENTACACON

BEACONNUMBERBASEDO MILLAGE

ROUTE DESIGNATIONSBASED
ON TERMINAL CITIES. SIS GAL. FUEL TANK

2FT WIDE BLACK BAND
PAWTED ATMIO-HEIGHT
OF SHED

10x14 FT. ENGINEGENERATORSHED

FIGURE 1, - Detail of beacon light installation

In each case the clear flashes are sup - end of the arrow the beacon -light site
plemented by either red or green number is painted in black characters .
auxiliary flashes . Red flashes are | At all fields and at beacon lights
used at beacons where landing fields where local generating sets are re
are not available and green flashes are quired a small power house 10 by 14
used at the intermediate landing feet forms the feather end of the ar
fields . Such lights , which are estab row . At fields which do not require
lished and maintained on the Federal local generators the houses provide
airways at Government expense, have storage facilities for emergency equip
become known as lights of distinctly ment.
aeronautical character . Gasoline-engine driven electric gen
The beacon lights are mounted on erating sets , where required , are fur
steel skeleton towers , the standard nished in duplicate with thermostatic
height of which is 51 feet . ( See fi

g
. relay controls which will automati

1 . ) However , towers o
f

standard cally start either generator if it be

construction are available in 2
0 , 62 , comes too cold during daylight hours

7
5 , and 8
7 foot heights for use where and stop it when the temperature o
f

conditions indicate desirability o
f

the cooling water shall have risen to a

heights other than 51 feet . At the predetermined value . This cycle is re

top o
f

each tower is a 6 - foot square | peated depending upon outside tem
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NUMBER

peratures , so that starting of the plant | cipal airway beacons. Also , such units
at sunset is facilitated . are sometimes mounted directly above
Astronomic electrically driven time the rotating beacons and used instead
clocks are installed at all beacon of course lights . In either case red
lights , to switch on the commercial or green color shades are used in ac
current or start the engine generator cordance with standard airway prac
at sunset and switch off the current tices for indicating the presence or
or generator at sunrise . absence of landing facilities .
In the case of beacon installations Acetylene flashing beacon
where rotating beacons showing only (blinker ) . - At some beacon sites, lo
clear flashes ( rotating beacons with cated in mountainous or desert coun
out color screens ) are used, course try where it is impossible or imprac
lights are generally installed to pro ticable to provide electric current,
vide the auxiliary color flashes , the auxiliary airway beacons in the form
presence of landing facilities being in of acetylene gas “ blinkers ," which op
dicated by green flashes and the ab erate without attendance for a period
sence of such facilities by red flashes . of several months , are installed .
Two course lights are mounted on

CODE CHARACTERISTICS OF COURSE LIGHTS
each beacon tower , one pointing for
ward and the other pointing backward DURATION OF FLASHES IN SECONDS

BEACON LIGHT
along the airway . These course lights
are searchlight projectors fitted with
aviation red or green lenses and giving
a beam of 15° horizontal and 8° verti
cal spread and of about 100 ,000 -beam
candlepower . Each course light flashes

it
s

code signal , which corresponds to

the number o
f

the beacon o
n the air

way .

NUMBERING O
F

BEACON LIGHTS

The beacon lights are numbered
from west to east or south to north ,

depending o
n the general direction o
f

the airway , the numbers correspond
ing in each case to the nearest 10
mile interval . The course lights flash
code numbers running from 1 to 1

0 , as
illustrated in Figure 2 , and thus indi
cate successive 100 -mile sections of the
airway . In order for a pilot to iden
tify positively the number of a beacon FIGURE 2 . - Code characteristics o

f

course
site o

r the miles he has flown along lights

the airway from the code characteris
tic , it is necessary for him to know o

n These blinkers exhibit a flashing

which 100 -mile section he is flying . white light (about 2
0 flashes per min

Three hundred -millimeter flashing ute ) and do not show a color or flash
airways code beacon . - Where an inter ing code characteristic .

mediate field is located in close proxi
mity to a hill , it has been found de AIRPORT BEACONS

sirable to locate the rotating beacon Airport beacons are required to con

o
n this point of vantage in order that form to the provisions of the Airport

better long -distance visibility may be Rating Regulations of the Department
secured . In this case there is gener o

f

Commerce (Aeronautics Bulletin
ally located o

n the field a 300 -mil - | No . 16 ) , which prescribe certain con
limeter airways electric green code ditions relative to light source , candle
beacon which flashes the beacon -site power , light distribution , per cent
number according to the code charac illumination , duration o

f

flashes , dura
teristics for course lights . This code tion o

f eclipse periods , and other
beacon is o

f

the double Fresnel lens characteristics . Under these provi
type with two 200 -watt lamps and is sions airport beacons may be o

f

either
visible through 360° . Units o

f

this tbe rotating type o
r

the fixed type
type are sometimes used alone a

s aux with flashing - light source . If of the
iliary airway beacons to mark special rotating type , they are required to

features o
f

the terrain along a
n air have a color characteristic consisting
way o
r

otherwise to augment the prin - I o
f

either clear flashes o
r
a combina
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tion of clear and aviation -green flashes I This consists of a precision ground
and to be so operated as to show six Suez Canal door lens , which divides
clear flashes per minute in addition the main beam into two parts with
to any green flashes they may show . an 8° angular divergence between
If of the flashing - light -source type , peaks . When observed from a dis
they are required to have a color chiar tance the signal appears as two sep
acteristic consisting of either clear or arate flashes with a very small time
aviation -green flashes or a combina interval between flashes, thereby giv
tion of the two and to have a definite ing a double - flash effect . These bea
international Morse Code characteris cons are operated at six revolutions per
tic. Unless the main beacon is avia minute, thus showing six double
tion green in color or unless the char flashes of clear light per minute .
acteristic of the main beacon includes
one or more aviation -green flashes LANDMARK BEACONS
having a maximum candlepower of not
less than 10 ,000 candles , the Airport Aeronautical lights marking points
Rating Regulations require an auxil from which bearings may be taken
iary multiple - light-source beacon leading to an airport or landing field
(code light ) , aviation green in color , or marking outstanding landmarks
flashing a definite International Morsel serving as aids to air navigation , or

AIRWAY LIGHT BEACON , ROTATING
ARROWS INDICATE COURSE LIGHTS

* AUXILIARY AIRWAY LIGHT BEACON , FLASHING

IRPORT LIGHT BEACON WITH CODE LIGHT

* AIRPORT LIGHT BEACON WITHOUT CODE LIGHT

LANDMARK LIGHT BEACON WITH
BEARING PROJECTOR

LANDMARK LIGHT BEACON WITHOUT
BEARING PROJECTOR

FIGURE 3.- Symbols used to denote different types of airway and airport beacon lights

Code characteristic , and having a max - | markings areas presenting a hazard
imum candlepower of not less than to flying , are required by the regula
5 ,000 candles and a luminous period of tions governing the certification of
not less than 35 per cent. aeronautical lights to be equal in ef
For the purpose of certification fectiveness to the airways division 24
only , a temporary waiver of certain inch rotating beacon light , equipped
of the foregoing requirements has | with aviation red cover glass and with
been authorized which permits the in 1,000 -watt airways lamp and automa
stallation of a green cover glass or a tic lamp changer , and to have a color
green color screen on the 24 - inch ro characteristic consisting of aviation
tating beacon on airports equipped red flashes . The regulations provide
with a beacon of this type , thus giv that if of the rotating type, such lights
ing a characteristic of six green shall make two revolutions per minute ,
fiashes per minute. except that when marking areas pre
Twenty - four - inch rotating beacon senting a hazard to flying , such lights
showing double flashes (used only at shall make six revolutions per minute.
Army airdromes ) . - In order to differ - | All landmark beacons , excepting those
entiate between beacon lights in marking hazardous areas , are required
stalled at Army Air Corps airdromes in each case to be supplemented by a
and those used at airports and landing fixed 24 - inch directional projector us
fields otherwise operated , the Air ing a 1,000 -watt, 110 or 30 volt air
Corps has developed special apparatus ways lamp , and pointing a high - inten
for use in connection with its rotating sity pencil of clear light in the direc
beacons which causes them to show a tion of the nearest airport or landing
double flash . | field .
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MAP SYMBOLS FOR AERONAUTIOAL BEACON | types of aeronautical beacon lights .
LIGHTS These symbols , which are illustrated

The Board of Surveys and Maps of
in Figure 3 are used in maps issued by

the Federal Government has adopted the Aeronautics Branch
, showing the

for use on all air -navigation maps and locations of beacon lights , intermedi
charts published by Federal agencies , ate landing fields , and airports on the
standard symbols to denote the various | Federal airways .

GENERAL AERONAUTIC DEVELOPMENTS

WAIVERS FOR CIRCLING TRAF. | mitted . On this airport , which is a
FIC IN DIRECTIONS OTHER mile square , the wind is from the west
THAN TO LEFT GRANTED TO 95 per cent of the time, and a waiver
NINE AIRPORTS has been granted permitting aircraft

taking off or landing in a westerly di
The provision of the Air Commerce , rection to turn left if on the south
Regulations requiring aircraft to make side of the field and to turn right if
circles to the left when landing or on the north side of the field . Air
taking off has been waived for nine craft taking off in an easterly direc
airports where local conditions make tion turn right if on the south side of
other procedures advisable . Some of the field and left if on the north side
these airports specify that all aircraft of the field . The symbol X is dis
shall circle to the right, and others di played to indicate that right or left
rect them to circle to the left or to the turns may be made , and no other letter
right depending upon the wind direc is displayed in this connection .
tion at the time of take -off or landing . Monterey Peninsula Airport , Monte
The left circle for landing and tak rey , Calif . - Right circling permitted

in
g

off has been required b
y

the Air for aircraft taking off or landing from
Commerce Regulations since Decem east to west .

ber 1 , 1931 , when an amendment in Ryan Airport , San Diego , Calif .

which this rule was incorporated b
e Right circling permitted as regular

came effective . However , the regula procedure .

tions specify that any airport may ob
tain permission to use the right circle , DIRECTIONAL AIR MARKINGS

o
r

to use the right and left circles at
different times , if it demonstrates that Airports which have been granted
such a procedure is necessary because waivers permitting them to use right

o
f local wind o
r other conditions .

Airports which have been granted
hand turns o

r

to use both right and

waivers , and the procedures that they left hand circles

, are required to indi
have been authorized to put into effect , cate the direction o

f

turn by air mark
are as follows : ings , as follows :

Boeing Field , Seattle , Wash . - Right If clockwise (right turns ) are to be
circling permitted for planes taking made a

t all times , the letter R shall

o
ff

in northerly direction . be displayed in the center o
f

the land
Clover Field Airport , Santa Monica , ing -area marker circle and , in case the
Calif . - Right circling is permitted for airport is lighted for night operations ,

aircraft taking off or landing in an the letter R shall also be displayed
easterly o

r northerly direction . upon the roof o
f

a
n outstanding air

Curti88 -Wright Airport , San Mateo , port building , o
r

o
n other suitable

Calif . - Right circling is permitted a
s area , and shall be illuminated every

the regular procedure for landing and night from sunset until sunrise with
taking off . exposed incandescent lamps , gaseous

Fresno Airport , Fresno , Calif . discharge lamps , o
r

other equivalent
Right circling permitted for aircraft apparatus . If left -hand and right
taking o

ff

o
r landing when the wind hand turns are to be made a
t different

is in a southerly o
r southeasterly d
i
- | times , depending upon wind conditions ,

rection . the letter X shall be displayed in the
Lindbergh Field , San Diego , Calif . center o

f

the circle marker and the
Right circling permitted for aircraft letters R and L shall be placed upon
approaching from the north . the roof o

f

a
n outstanding airport

Long Beach Municipal Airport , Long building , o
r

o
n other suitable area ,

Beach , Calif . - Right circling permitted and shall be so arranged that either

a
s regular procedure . the R o
r

the L may be displayed , de
Los Angeles Airport , Los Angeles , pending upon the direction o
f

the
Calif . - Right and left circling per - | turn . In case the airport is lighted


